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An interesting problem is to determine whether all the squares of side n&1 can
be packed into a rectangle of the appropriate area. Such a packing (into a rectangle
of the right area) is called perfect. In this paper, we define an algorithm based on
an algorithm by Paulhus and use it to show that there is a perfect packing of the
squares of side n&35 into a square. The technique can be used to prove that there
is a perfect packing of the squares of side n&t into a square, where 12<t35,
provided a certain algorithm succeeds for that value of t. It has succeeded for every
such value of t that the author has tried. We also show that there is a perfect pack-
ing for all t in the range 0.5964t0.6.  2000 Academic Press
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INTRODUCTION
An interesting problem [2, 3] is to determine whether all the squares Sn
(n1) of side n&1 can be packed into a rectangle of area n=1 n
&2=?26.
There are many variations on this problem, such as whether the
n&1_(n+1)&1 rectangles (n1) can be packed into a square of area
n=1 (n(n+1))
&1=1. Such a packing (into a rectangle with exactly the
right area) is called perfect.
Progress [1] has generally been in the direction of better imperfect pack-
ings, packing the squares Sn (n2) into a rectangle of area ?26&1+=.
Recently, Paulhus [4] has discovered a simple and powerful algorithm,
and has achieved =<10&9.
In this paper, we make progress in a different direction. We define an
algorithm based on Paulhus’s algorithm and use it to show that there is a
perfect packing of the squares S tn (n1) of side n
&t into the square of area
n=1 n
&2t, provided 12<t35.
More accurately, an element of the proof must be computer-generated
separately for each t in the range. This step has completed successfully for
every value of t that the author has tried.
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The basic idea is that the squares are put in one at a time, the remaining
area being divided up into rectangles called boxes. Our algorithm ensures
that the total perimeter 2p(B) of all the remaining boxes B is small, which
ensures that the boxes are neither too thin nor too numerous, and this in
turn ensures that the next square can always be placed in some box.
More precisely, we show that the next square can always be placed if
p(B) is at most the total area a(B) remaining divided by the width n&t of
the next square to be placed.
Roughly speaking, our algorithm ensures that 2p(B) is eventually at
most the total perimeter n&1j=1 4j
&t of the squares placed so far. The next
square can therefore be placed if
:
n&1
j=1
2j&t
1
n&t
:

j=n
j&2t,
which (by approximating the sum by an integral) happens roughly when
2(1&t)1(2t&1), or t35. The t>12 bound is just so that the total
area is finite.
More precisely, our algorithm ensures that once p(B)2(n&1)1&t
(1&t) after packing n&1 squares, this remains true. Since this condition
does not hold for n=1, we start by running Paulhus’s algorithm until
either it fails or the condition holds.
In the case of t=35, we only need to run Paulhus’s algorithm to place
two squares. The placement of these two squares suffices for any t in the
range t0t0.6, where t0 is simply defined by p(B)=2(n&1)1&t0(1&t0).
The details of our algorithm and the precise versions of these statements
make up the rest of this paper.
NOTATION
Throughout this paper, 12<t<1.
As usual, ‘(2t)=n=1 n
&2t.
The notation S tn denotes the square of side length n
&t.
A box is a rectangle, x_y with 0<x, y. We define its area a(B)=xy,
its semi-perimeter p(B)=x+ y, its width w(B)=min(x, y) and its height
h(B)=max(x, y). (Following Paulhus, we use the word ‘‘box’’ to avoid
confusion when packing rectangles.)
Given a set of boxes B=[Bi], we define a(B)=i a(Bi), p(B)=
i p(Bi) and w(B)=maxi w(Bi). For completeness, we define a(<)=
p(<)=w(<)=0.
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A packing of a set of squares into a set of boxes means a way of putting the
squares into the boxes so that they do not overlap (i.e., their interiors are dis-
joint). If the total area of the squares equals a(B), then the packing is perfect.
PAULHUS’S ALGORITHM
Paulhus’s algorithm, which we will call algorithm a, is a simple but effec-
tive algorithm for packing squares (or rectangles, which we shall not need
in this paper) into a box. It is defined and illustrated in [4], but we repeat
the description here for completeness.
Input: A box B.
Action: If the algorithm does not fail, then it packs the squares
S t1 , S
t
2 , ... into B.
(a1) Let B1=[B].
(a2) For n=1, 2, ...
(a3) (Note: At stage n, we have packed S t1 , ..., S
t
n&1 into B, and we
have squares S tn , S
t
n+1 , ... left to pack into a set of boxes Bn .)
(a4) If w(Bn)<n&t, then fail.
(a5) Let wn=min[w(C) | C # Bn , w(C)n&t].
(a6) Let hn=min[h(C) | C # Bn , w(C)=w].
(a7) Choose any Bn # Bn which satisfies w(Bn)=wn and h(Bn)=hn .
(a8) If wn=hn=n&t, then
(a9) Put S tn snugly into Bn .
(a10) Let Bn+1=Bn"[Bn].
(a11) Else If wn=n&t, then
(a12) Put S tn snugly at one end of Bn .
(a13) Let Dn be the remainder of Bn (a box wn_(hn&n&t)).
(a14) Let Bn+1=Bn"[Bn] _ [Dn].
(a15) Else
(a16) Put the square S tn into a corner of Bn .
(a17) Divide the remaining L-shaped region of Bn into two boxes:
Cn of dimensions (wn&n&t)_n&t and Dn of dimensions
wn_(hn&n&t) (see Fig. 1).
(a18) Let Bn+1=Bn"[Bn] _ [Cn , Dn].
(a19) End If.
(a20) End For.
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FIG. 1. Algorithm a splitting the box Bn .
We may have a choice at step (a7), but the success or failure of the algo-
rithm cannot depend on this choice, because the dimensions of the remain-
ing boxes are the same in all cases. Only the position (and possibly the
orientation) of the remaining boxes depends on the choice, and this does
not affect the behaviour of the algorithm. Boxes are never joined, only split,
and squares are never placed in more than one box.
Excellent examples of the result of running algorithm a are given in [4].
THE IDEA
If the condition in (a8) is true, then p(Bn+1)= p(Bn)&2n&t. Otherwise,
if the condition in (a11) is true then p(Bn+1)= p(Bn)&n&t. Otherwise,
p(Bn+1)= p(Bn)+wn&n&t. In any case, the algorithm ensures that
p(Bn+1) is the minimum which can be achieved simply by partitioning the
boxes in Bn .
This leads to the idea that keeping p(Bn) small might ensure that it is
always possible to place the next square. We formalize this as follows.
Lemma 1. Let B be a non-empty set of boxes as defined above. Then
a(B)<w(B) p(B).
Proof. The proof is by induction on |B|, the number of boxes in B.
If |B|=1, then let B=[B]. We have a(B)=w(B) h(B) and p(B)=w(B)
+h(B). Eliminating h(B), we have a(B)=w(B) p(B)&w(B)2<w(B) p(B).
Since w(B)=w(B), the result follows.
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If |B|>1, then we can find boxes B1 , B2 # B with w(B1)w(B2). Let B3
be a box of dimensions w(B2)_(h(B1)+h(B2)), and let C=B"[B1 , B2] _
[B3]. Now a(C)a(B), p(C)<p(B) and w(C)=w(B). Therefore a(B)
a(C)<w(C) p(C)<w(B) p(B) by induction as required. K
OUR ALGORITHMS
Lemma 1 means that we can place the square S tn into B if p(B)a(B) n
t,
so we are looking for an algorithm that will ensure that this is always the
case. We want an algorithm which may be slightly less efficient at keeping
p(B) down than Paulhus’s algorithm, but whose behaviour we can provably
bound, so that we can show that it is sufficiently good for some range of t.
The algorithm will be called algorithm ac, because it starts by running
algorithm a$ (an algorithm very similar to algorithm a) and then switches
to an algorithm called algorithm c. Algorithm c needs a subroutine, which
we call algorithm b.
Algorithm b
Algorithm b deals with a special case where the next square to be packed fits
exactly into one end of a box. The lemma which follows its definition shows the
precise sense in which it keeps p(B) down, and therefore why it is useful.
It is defined recursively, meaning that it calls itself.
Input: An integer n1 and a box B, where w(B)=n&t.
Output: If the algorithm terminates, then it defines an integer
mb =mb (n, B)>n and a set of boxes Bb =Bb (n, B).
Action: If the algorithm terminates, then it packs the squares
S tn , ..., S
t
mb&1
into B, and Bb is the set of boxes containing the remaining
area. If it does not terminate, then it packs the squares S tn , S
t
n+1 , ... into B.
(b1) Let n1=n+1, x1=h(B)&n&t and B1=<.
(b2) Put the square S tn snugly at one end of B.
(b3) If x1>0, then let B1 be the remainder of B, so that B1 has dimen-
sions n&t_x1 .
(b4) For i=1, 2, ...
(b5) (Note: At stage i, we have packed S tn , ..., S
t
ni&1
into B. The
remaining boxes are Bi , which we never use again in this algo-
rithm, and Bi (as long as xi>0), which has dimensions n&t_x i .)
(b6) If xi=0, then terminate with mb =ni and Bb =Bi .
(b7) If xi<n&ti , then terminate with mb =n i and Bb =Bi _ [Bi].
(b8) Let xi+1=xi&n&ti .
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FIG. 2. Algorithm b splitting the box Bi .
(b9) If xi+1=0, then let Ci=Bi .
(b10) If xi+1>0, then split Bi into two boxes: one called Ci with
dimensions n&t_n&ti , and the other called Bi+1 with dimensions
n&t_xi+1 (see Fig. 2).
(b11) Apply algorithm b recursively with input ni and Ci . If this
terminates, let ni+1=mb (ni , Ci) and Ci=Bb (ni , Ci).
(b12) Let Bi+1=Bi _ Ci .
(b13) End For.
FIG. 3. Algorithm b with t=0.97, n=1 and a 1_1.91 box.
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Figure 3 shows the result of running algorithm b for t=0.97, n=1 and
B a 1_1.91 box. These parameters were chosen because they illustrate
algorithm b’s behaviour more clearly than a more useful parameter such as
t=35.
In fact, algorithm b seems to behave very simply for t35, almost
always simply packing squares in a row along a long edge of the box. It
seems harder to precisely state and prove this observation, however, than
to bound the behaviour of the general algorithm b as defined above.
In Fig. 3, algorithm b runs until i=4, then at step (b7) it terminates with
mb =n4=22 and Bb =the set of boxes shown in the figure. The Ci and B4
are the rectangles of height 1 labelled on the figure, and the other Bi are
given by B1=C1 _ C2 _ C3 _ B4 , B2=C2 _ C3 _ B4 and B3=C3 _ B4 . As
stated in the note at step (b5), xi is the horizontal dimension of Bi . None
of the individual boxes shown in the figure have sensible names apart from
B4 , because they are named inside a recursive call to algorithm b.
Lemma 2. Suppose w(B)=n&t and algorithm b with input n and B
terminates with mb =mb (n, B) and Bb =Bb (n, B). Then
p(Bb )<2 :
mb&1
j=n
j&t.
Proof. The proof is by induction on the number of squares packed, so
we can assume that it is true of all the recursive calls to algorithm b. We
can also assume that b and all the recursive calls to b terminated.
Suppose algorithm b terminates when i=k, so mb =nk . Consider Fig. 3,
in which k=4. The squares along the baseline are S tn and S
t
n1
, ..., S tnk&1 ,
and the final box is Bk .
Since algorithm b terminated without placing the next square,
xk<n&tk <n
&t, so p(Bk)<2n&t.
Now by induction,
p(Ci)<2 :
ni+1&1
j=ni
j&t
:
k&1
i=1
p(Ci)<2 :
nk&1
j=n1
j&t=2 :
m&1
j=n+1
j&t
p(Bb )= :
k&1
i=1
p(Ci)+ p(Bk)
<2 :
m&1
j=n+1
j&t+2n&t=2 :
m&1
j=n
j&t. K
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Algorithm c
We now use algorithm b in a fairly natural way to define algorithm c,
which packs the squares into a set of boxes. The proved behaviour of algo-
rithm b means that there are conditions under which we can prove that
algorithm c will never fail.
Input: An integer n1 and a set of boxes B.
Action: If the algorithm does not fail, then it packs the squares
S tn , S
t
n+1 , ... into B.
(c1) Let n1=n and B1=B.
(c2) For i=1, 2, ...
(c3) (Note: At stage i, we have packed S tn , ..., S
t
ni&1
into B. The
remaining boxes are Bi .)
(c4) If w(Bi)<n&ti , then fail.
(c5) Let wi=min[w(C) | C # Bi , w(C)n&ti ].
(c6) Let hi=min[h(C) | C # Bi , w(C)=w].
(c7) Choose any Bi # Bi which satisfies w(Bi)=wi and h(Bi)=hi .
(c8) If wi=hi=n&ti , then
(c9) Put S tni snugly into Bi .
(c10) Let Bi+1=Bi "[Bi].
(c11) Let ni+1=ni+1.
(c12) Else
(c13) Cut Bi into two boxes: one called Ci of dimensions wi_n&ti
and one called Di of dimensions wi_(hi&n&ti ) (see Fig. 4).
(c14) Call algorithm b with inputs ni and Ci . If this terminates, then
let ni+1=mb (ni , Ci) and Ci=Bb (ni , C i).
(c15) Let Bi+1=Bi "[Bi] _ Ci _ [Di].
(c16) End If.
(c17) End For.
Steps (c5)(c7) are essentially a repeat of steps (a5)(a7). Again,
although there may be a choice at step (c7), this choice cannot affect the
success or failure of the algorithm.
Step (c14) may not terminate, but in this case step (c14) packs all the
remaining squares.
Before we can prove bounds on the behaviour of algorithm c, we need
a lemma. Recall that 12<t<1.
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FIG. 4. Algorithm c splitting the box Bi .
Lemma 3. We collect here some elementary inequalities.
(b+1)1&t&a1&t<(1&t) :
b
j=a
j&t<b1&t&(a&1)1&t (1)
a1&2t&(b+1)1&2t<(2t&1) :
b
j=a
j&2t<(a&1)1&2t&b1&2t (2)
Proof. Since x&t is a decreasing function, n+1n x
&t dx<n&t<
nn&1 x
&t dx, and (1) follows. (2) is similar. K
We want to find conditions under which algorithm c will not fail for
any value of i, so we start by finding conditions, dependent on i, such that
algorithm c will not fail for that particular value of i.
Lemma 4. Consider step (c4) for some value of i. Suppose the following
conditions hold.
a(Bi) :

j=ni
j&2t (3)
p(Bi)n1&ti (2t&1) (4)
Then step (c4) will not fail for this value of i.
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Proof. Suppose w(Bi)<n&ti . Then by (4), (2), and (3),
w(Bi) p(Bi)<n1&2ti (2t&1)< :

j=ni
j&2ta(Bi).
This violates Lemma 1. K
Condition (4) is too weak for an induction argument to go through.
We will therefore define a stronger condition (8) for which an induction
argument does work, and which implies (4) in the presence of the extra
conditions (6) and t35.
Lemma 5. Given an integer n1 and a non-empty set of boxes B,
suppose the following conditions hold.
a(B) :

j=n
j&2t (5)
p(B)
2(n&1)1&t
1&t
(6)
t35.
If we run algorithm c with the input n and B, then the following conditions
hold at step (c4) for all i1 for which step (c4) is executed.
a(Bi) :

j=ni
j&2t (7)
p(Bi)p(B)+2 :
ni&1
j=n
j&t (8)
Moreover, the algorithm will never fail.
Proof. First, we will show that (7) and (8) ensure that the algorithm
will not fail. By (8), (1), and (6),
p(Bi)p(B)+2 :
ni&1
j=n
j&t
<p(B)+
2
1&t
((ni&1)1&t&(n&1)1&t)

2(ni&1)1&t
1&t
.
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The condition t35 implies 2(1&t)1(2t&1), so
p(Bi)<
(ni&1)1&t
2t&1
<
n1&ti
2t&1
.
Lemma 4 now shows that step (c4) will not fail.
The proof of (7) and (8) is by induction on i. They clearly hold for i=1,
so let i>1 be the least i for which (7) or (8) is not true.
Condition (7) obviously holds, because we are packing squares in order.
If the condition in (c8) was true for i&1, then p(Bi)= p(Bi&1)&2n&ti&1 .
Otherwise, we can assume that algorithm b terminated at step (c14), so
p(Bi)= p(Bi&1)+ p(Ci&1)&n&ti&1 .
Now by induction and Lemma 2,
p(Bi)p(Bi&1)+ p(Ci&1)&n&ti&1
<p(B)+2 :
ni&1&1
j=n
j&t+2 :
ni&1
j=ni&1
j&t&n&ti&1
<p(B)+2 :
ni&1
j=n
j&t. K
Algorithm a$
We now know that algorithm c is guaranteed to succeed if we can pack
S t1 , ..., S
t
n&1 in such a way that the remaining set of boxes B satisfies (6).
We also know that algorithm a is the greedy algorithm for keeping p(B)
as low as possible. We therefore define algorithm a$ to be a modified
version of algorithm a, which terminates when condition (6) holds.
Input: A box B.
Output: If the algorithm terminates, then it defines an integer
nac=nac(B)1 and a set of boxes Bac=Bac(B) such that
p(Bac)
2(nac&1)1&t
1&t
.
Action: If the algorithm terminates, then it packs the squares
S t1 , ..., S
t
nac&1
into B, and Bac is the set of boxes containing the remaining
area. If it does not terminate or fail, then it packs the squares S t1 , S
t
2 , ...
into B.
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Algorithm a$ is identical to algorithm a, except that between steps (a4)
and (a5) we insert a new step:
(a$4 12) If p(Bn)2(n&1)
1&t(1&t), then terminate with nac=n and
Bac=Bn .
Algorithm ac
Putting all this together, we can now define algorithm ac.
Input: A box B.
Action: If the algorithm does not fail, then it packs the squares
S t1 , S
t
2 , ... into B.
(ac1) Run algorithm a$ with input B. If it fails, then fail. If it
terminates, let n=nac(B) and B=Bac(B).
(ac2) Run algorithm c with input n and B.
Lemma 6. Suppose 12<t35 and B is a box of area a(B)‘(2t). If
algorithm a$ with input B does not fail, then the squares S tn (n1) pack into B.
Proof. If algorithm a$ does not fail or terminate, then it packs all the
squares into B. If it terminates, Lemma 5 shows that step (ac2) cannot fail,
so algorithm ac packs all the squares into B. K
THE PROOFS
Theorem 7. For t=35, the squares S tn (n1) pack perfectly into the
square of area ‘(2t).
Proof. We appeal to Lemma 6. Figure 5 shows the result of running
algorithm ac with t=35 and a square box of area ‘(2t) until the first 145
squares have been placed. Squares S t1 and S
t
2 (whose numbers are shown
in square brackets) are placed by algorithm a$, which terminates when
n=3. K
Theorem 7 can easily be generated for any other desired value of t in the
range 12<t35, provided that algorithm a$ terminates. The following
table shows, for selected values of t, how many squares are placed before
algorithm a$ terminates. The calculations were performed to finite preci-
sion, so the larger values may be slightly wrong, but the table should give
an idea of how algorithm a$ behaves.
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FIG. 5. Algorithm ac with t=35 and a square box of area ‘(2t). The first 145 squares
only are shown. The first 99 are numbered; the remainder are marked with a dot.
t n t n t n
0.6 2
0.59 3 0.509 63 0.5009 897
0.58 4 0.508 72 0.5008 1008
0.57 4 0.507 88 0.5007 1174
0.56 5 0.506 102 0.5006 1394
0.55 7 0.505 126 0.5005 1690
0.54 9 0.504 164 0.5004 2172
0.53 14 0.503 233 0.5003 2958
0.52 25 0.502 355 0.5002 4514
0.51 55 0.501 789 0.5001 9374
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The two squares which need to be packed by algorithm a$ to prove
Theorem 7 are adequate for a range of values for t.
Theorem 8. For all t in the range t0t35, the squares S tn (n1)
pack perfectly into the square of area ‘(2t), where 12<t0<35 satisfies
3 - ‘(2t0)&2&t0=
2.21&t0
1&t0
.
This value is t0 r0.5963.
Proof. Let B be a square box of side l (t)=- ‘(2t). After packing
squares S t1 and S
t
2 and dividing up the remaining area as shown in Fig. 3,
let B be the remaining three boxes. Then p(B)=2l (t)+(l (t)&1)+
(1&2&t)=3l(t)&2&t. The result will now follow from Lemma 5 if condi-
tion (6) holds in the range, which is true so long as
2.21&t
1&t
&(3l (t)&2&t)
is an increasing function of t. Clearly l (t) is a decreasing function, and we
claim that
g(t)=
2.21&t
1&t
+2&t=2&t
5&t
1&t
is increasing. We therefore calculate
g$(t)=2&t
log(2)(1&t)(5&t)+4
(1&t)2
.
The minimum of (1&t)(5&t) is &4, and log(2)<1, so g$(t)>0. K
DISCUSSION
The techniques in this paper can be extended to packing rectangles or to
handle sequences of side lengths other than sn=n&t. I have chosen instead
to keep the presentation relatively simple.
Other packings will work for other ranges of t. We can probably make
the t0 in Theorem 8 as close to 12 as desired in this way. The more
interesting challenge, however, seems to be to increase the bound t35.
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